26th of March – Tour of Moscow*: 

- **10:00 – 10:15** – gathering of guests **
- **10:15 – 13:30** – Moscow sightseeing tour, 1st part: Three stations square, Myasnitskaya, Lubyanka, Varvarka, Tretyakov Gallery surroundings, Cathedral of Christ the Savior, Novodevichy Convent, medical town, Sparrow Hills (Vorobyovy Gory), Stalin’s skyscrapers, Moscow City
- **13:30 – 14:30** – Lunch at the restaurant of traditional Ukrainian cuisine “Tavern Taras Bulba”
- **14:30 – 17:00** – 2nd part of the excursion program: Red Square and Arbat, gift shops visit (if necessary, upon preliminary request)

$100*** per person

* The exact itinerary depends on the guide’s program and traffic conditions. The start time of the event is approximate and may also be adjusted.
** The information about meeting point in Moscow will be published later.
Transfer to the place of excursion, as well as accommodation in Moscow are not included in the cost of excursion.
*** The price is in rubles. Exchange rate is 64 rubles for $ 1.
Tour of Moscow price is 6,400.00 rubles.